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The shielding of a charge sheet in a magnetized plasma is investigated by taking account of the
diamagnetic drift start-up current in addition to the polarization current. For a charge sheet with an
infinitesimal width, the shielding is the same as the conventional Debye shielding if the charge sheet
is perpendicular to the magnetic field; the shielding length is #2 times larger than the conventional
one if the charge sheet is parallel to the magnetic field. When the scale length of the charge sheet
is comparable or smaller than the ion Larmor radius, the electric field is significantly enhanced
within the charge sheet, while far away from the charge sheet, the electric field is shielded to the
usual 1 /!r level !where !r is the diamagnetic coefficient of the magnetized plasma". © 2010
American Institute of Physics. $doi:10.1063/1.3497274%
I. INTRODUCTION
Shielding of the electric fields generated by free charge
in plasmas is of fundamental importance in plasma physics.
When a free charge is introduced into a plasma, charged
particles respond to the electric field generated by the free
charge, and this leads to the result that the electric field is
determined by the dynamic response of the plasma to the
electric field applied externally. For a nonmagnetized
plasma, the plasma equilibrium is simply the balance of the
force due to the electric field and the force due to the plasma
pressure gradient; this results to the well-known Debye
shielding.1 However, in a magnetized plasma, due to the
Lorenz force applied by the magnetic field, the perpendicular
dynamics is different from the nonmagnetized plasma, while
the parallel dynamics is the same as the nonmagnetized plas-
mas. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the shielding of
the perpendicular !with respect to the magnetic field" electric
field generated by the free charge.
Recently, it was found that the polarization drift is sig-
nificant in affecting the shielding of a point charge in a mag-
netized dusty plasma;2 various effects on the Debye shield-
ing problem have been actively investigated.3–7 In Ref. 3,
Debye shielding in strongly coupled plasmas is investigated;
in Refs. 4 and 5, dynamic shielding effects are investigated;
and in Refs. 6 and 7, plasma sheaths in magnetized plasmas
are investigated.
It is also of interest to understand the perpendicular elec-
tric field generated by the free charge in magnetic confine-
ment plasmas, especially for the bias experiment where the
free charge was introduced to the magnetized plasma by an
electrode inserted into the plasma.8 Although various theo-
ries and modelings have been carried out for understanding
the perpendicular electric fields generated in magnetic con-
finement plasmas,9–12 it seems that these researches are still
not conclusive. In addition to the well-known polarization
current, various currents, including ion orbit loss current,9
turbulent Reynolds stress effects,10 and the collisional vis-
cosity effects,11 have been proposed. However, it appears
that these currents do not result to perpendicular electric field
consistent with the ion radial force balance equation,12 which
has been confirmed by experiments.
In this paper, we will investigate the shielding of a
charge sheet in a magnetized plasma by taking into account
of the polarization current and the diamagnetic-drift start-up
!DS" current. The remaining part of this paper is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we present the theoretic model; in Sec.
III, we discuss the electric field generated by a charge sheet
with an infinitesimal width; in Sec. IV, we discuss the elec-
tric field generated by a charge sheet in Gaussian distribution
with different width; and in Sec. V, we present the conclud-
ing remarks.
II. THEORETIC MODEL
We begin with the time-derivative of Poisson’s equation
! · "tE =
1
!0
"t"ex +
1
!0
qi"tni, !1"
and the ion density continuity equation
"tni + ! · ni
mi
qiB2
"t&E + − !pi
niqi
' = 0. !2"
Here, "ex is the free charge generated by externally applied
charge; qi, ni, and mi are the ion charge, density, and mass,
respectively; and pi=niTi is the ion pressure, with Ti being
the ion temperature. Note that the time change of the electron
density is ignored in Eq. !1" due to the relatively small elec-
tron mass. In Eq. !2", the contribution from E is the well-
known polarization current; the contribution from the ion
pressure gradient is the DS current. The DS current is easily
understood by recognizing the fact that the ion pressure gra-
dient divided by the ion charge density exerts a force on the
ions in a way similar to the electric field.
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For a typical magnetized plasma, the free charge density
is smaller than the ion charge density. Therefore, we can
write ni=n0+#ni and find the linearized basic equations,
! · "tE =
1
!0
"t"ex +
1
!0
qi"t#ni, !3"
"t#ni + ! ·
n0
$iB
"tE − !2& Ti
mi$i
2"t#ni'
= − ! · &!n0Ti
n0
1
mi$i
2"t#ni' , !4"
where $i is the ion gyrofrequency.
For mathematical simplicity, we consider a homoge-
neous plasma embedded in a homogeneous magnetic field.
Equations !3" and !4" can be simply reduced to
! · E =
1
!0
"ex +
1
!0
qi#ni, !5"
!r#ni −
1
2
"i
2!2#ni = − !!r − 1"
1
qi
"ex, !6"
where !r=1+nimi /!0B2 is the usual dielectric coefficient of
the magnetized plasma and "i=#2miTi /qiB is the ion Lamor
radius. Equations !5" and !6" will be used in the following to
discuss the charge shielding problems.
III. ELECTRIC FIELD GENERATED BY A CHARGE
SHEET WITH INFINITESIMAL WIDTH
In this section, we take a slab model. We assume the
magnetic field is in Z direction and the external charge is
homogeneous in the Y and Z directions. The initial plasma is
homogeneous and infinite. Consider a charge sheet with in-
finitesimal small width,
"ex = %
1
"i
#& X
"i
' , !7"
where % is a constant denoting the surface charge density.
Normalization is introduced with x=X /"i. Equations !5"
and !6" are reduced to
d
dx
E =
"i
!0
"ex +
"i
!0
qi#ni, !8"
!r#ni −
1
2
d2
dx2
#ni = − !!r − 1"
1
qi
%
"i
#!x" . !9"
The solution to Eq. !9" is found as
#ni = −
!r − 1
#2!r
%
"iqi
exp$− #2!rx2% . !10"
Substituting it into Eq. !8", we found the electric field
E = EP + EDS, !11a"
EP = sgn!x"
%
2!0
1
!r
, !11b"
EDS = sgn!x"
%
2!0
!r − 1
!r
exp$− #2!rx2%
= sgn!X"
%
2!0
exp$− #X2/&D% . !11c"
Clearly, Eq. !11b" is the result of polarization current without
the DS current. Equation !11c" is the effect of the DS current.
EDS decays from its maximal equal to the electric field in
a free space; after a distance &D= !!0Ti /niqi
2"1/2, it decays to
1 /e of its peak, and after a distance &!=log!!r"&D, it decays
to 1 /!r of its peak. &!=0.065"i for !r=104.
Clearly, there are two scale lengths here; in (&D, the
perpendicular electric field decays to 1 /e of its peak, and in
(&!=log!!r"&D(10&D, it decays to 1 /!r of its peak. Note
that this is consistent with the results in Ref. 6, which
pointed out that in a magnetized plasma, the perpendicular
sheath length has two scales: one is (&D and the other is
(10&D.
For a charge sheet perpendicular to the magnetic field,
the electric field is parallel to the magnetic field; the conven-
tional Debye shielding is given by1
E = sgn!Z"
%
2!0
exp$− #Z2/!&D/#2"% ,
with Ti=Te and qi=1.
Clearly, the perpendicular shielding length is #2 times
the conventional parallel shielding length; this is consistent
with the results in Ref. 7, which pointed out that the sheath
length in a magnetized plasma is larger in the perpendicular
direction than in the parallel direction.
To end this section, we briefly summarize the underlying
physical mechanism of the Debye shielding in a magnetized
plasma. The anisotropic shielding is due to the difference
between the perpendicular dynamics and the parallel dynam-
ics, as is discussed in Sec. I. The two scales of the perpen-
dicular electric field are determined by the two different
components of the perpendicular currents: the DS current
due to the time varying of the diamagnetic drift determines
the small scale (&D $see Eq. !11c"%, the usual polarization
current due to the time varying of the E'B drift sets the
asymptotic value of the perpendicular electric field $see Eq.
!11b"% in a large scale &!=log!!r"&D determined by the DS
current; it is not surprising that the asymptotic value of the
perpendicular electric field introduces the usual perpendicu-
lar dielectric constant !r in a magnetized plasma.
IV. ELECTRIC FIELD GENERATED BY A CHARGE
SHEET IN GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
WITH DIFFERENT WIDTH
For a more realistic model, we consider a charge sheet in
Gaussian distribution,
"ex = %
1
"i
exp$− !x/("2%
#)( , !12"
and ("i is clearly the half-width of the Gaussian charge
sheet. Note that in Eq. !12", the total charge is kept constant
for different values of (.
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From the last section, we identified the Green’s function
in the slab model,
G!x − xs" = GP!x − xs" + GDS!x − xs" , !13a"
GP!x − xs" = sgn!x − xs"
1
2!0!r
, !13b"
GDS!x − xs" = sgn!x − xs"
1
2!0!r
!!r − 1"
'exp$− #2!r!x − xs"2% . !13c"
For the Gaussian charge sheet case, the electric field can be
found by the standard method of the Green’s function with
the help of Eq. !13",
E = EP + EDS, !14a"
EP =
%
2!0!r
erf& x
(
' , !14b"
EDS =
%
2!0!r
1
#)(
2x
(2
exp)− & x
(
'2* , !14c"
where in obtaining Eq. !14c" from integrating the product of
the source term $Eq. !12"% and the Green’s function $Eq.
!13c"%, we made use of the asymptotic method by noting that
!r is typically a large number. An analytical expression can
be found for a general distribution of charge sheet; it is
shown in the Appendix.
Equation !14" is plotted in Fig. 1 for different values of
( !the half-width of the charge sheet normalized by the ion
Larmor radius". From the Appendix, it can be seen that the
half-width here should be understood as the scale length of
the distribution. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that when the
half-width is larger than the ion Larmor radius, the DS effect
is weak. When the half-width is comparable to the ion Lar-
mor radius, the DS effect significantly enhances the electric
field with the charge sheet. When the half-width is 25% of
the ion Larmor radius, the electric field is enhanced by an
order of magnitude. When the half-width is equal to the ion
Larmor radius, the electric field is enhanced by 50%. When
the half-width is larger than 4 Larmor radii, the DS effect
disappears.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have discussed the shielding of a
charge sheet in a magnetized plasma by taking account of the
DS current in addition to the polarization current. For an
infinitesimal width of charge sheet parallel to the magnetic
field, it is found that the perpendicular electric field gener-
ated by the free charge is shielded within a range of &D, and
that out of the range of &!=log!!r"&D, the electric field de-
cays to 1 /!r of the corresponding electric field in free space.
For an infinitesimal width of charge sheet perpendicular to
the magnetic field, the parallel electric field generated by the
free charge is shielded within a range of &D /#2 through the
mechanism of the conventional Debye shielding. The per-
pendicular shielding length is #2 times the conventional par-
allel shielding length.
For a charge sheet in Gaussian distribution, it is found
that the half-width !the scale length of the distribution" is an
important factor. When the half-width is much larger than the
ion Larmor radius, the effect of DS current is weak com-
pared to the effect of polarization. When the half-width is
comparable or smaller than the ion Larmor radius, the DS
current significantly enhances the electric field within the
charge sheet. In the present work, we ignored the effects of
nonlinearity and the effects of background plasma inhomo-
geneity; these effects will be addressed in the future.
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FIG. 1. Electric field $normalized by % / !2!0!r"% generated by charge sheet
with Gaussian distribution for different half-widths !("i". Dashed line:
EP!x", effects of polarization drift; dotted line: EDS!x", effects of diamag-
netic drift start-up drift; and solid line: E!x", the total electric field.
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APPENDIX: ELECTRIC FIELD FOR A GENERAL
CHARGE SHEET PARALLEL TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD
For a charge sheet with a general distribution
"ex = %
1
"i
g!x" , !A1"
the electric field is found in the following way:
E = +
−*
*
dxs"iG!x − xs""ex!xs" = EP + EDS. !A2"
EP =+ dxs sgn!x − xs" %2!0!rg!xs" , !A3"
EDS = +
−*
*
dxs sgn!x − xs"
%
2!0!r
!!r − 1"
'exp$− #2!r!x − xs"2%g!xs"
=
%
2!0!r
!!r − 1"+
−*
*
dz sgn!z"exp$− #2!rz2%g!x − z" .
!A4"
To evaluate the above integral, we make use of the fact
that !r is typically a large number and note that sgn!z" is
an odd function. Therefore, the integral is asymptotically
evaluated,
EDS =
%
2!0!r
!!r − 1"+
−*
*
dz sgn!z"exp$− #2!rz2%
')dg!x − z"dz *z=0z = %2!0!r !!r − 1"− dg!x"dx 2
'+
0
*
dz exp$− #2!rz2%z =
%
2!0!r
!r − 1
!r
− dg!x"
dx
.
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